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"Our lives improve only when we take chances...and the first and most difficult risk

we can take is, to be honest with ourselves."  - Walter Anderson

Monday, August 12, 2019

Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary: Stocks are steady this morning but traders are starting to

pay much closer attention to several geopolitical hotspots around the globe i.e.

Hong Kong, Iran, U.K, and Italy. I have included brief overviews below. 
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China - Hong Kong: Investors are worried about another Tiananmen Square

episode. Fear of a massive Chinese protest and military involvement could

continue to weaken the yuan and strengthen the U.S. dollar. The spring of

1989 saw the largest pro-democracy demonstration in the history of China’s

communist regime. protests began in mid-April among university students in

Beijing, spread across the nation, and ended on June 4 with a final deadly

assault by an estimated force of 300,000 soldiers from People’s Liberation

Army (PLA). Throughout these weeks, China’s top leaders were deeply

divided over how to handle the unrest, with one faction advocating peaceful

negotiation and another demanding a crackdown. There are some who fear

the rallies and protests happening currently in Hong Kong could take on a

similar feel. I've included a lot more on this subject towards the end of the

report in the "From My Perspective" section. 

Iran: The threat posed by a potentially nuclear Iran is no small matter. In its

wake, America’s policy of maximum pressure on Iran continues, with the U.S.

Department of the Treasury announcing new sanctions on eight Islamic

Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) Commanders. Insiders report that U.S.

sanctions are finally starting to take a larger toll on the Iranian regime. The

trade is worried however that this is pushing Iran’s Supreme Leader Ali

Khamenei into a corner and he's steadily taking a more hardline position that

is massively anti-American. While Iranians may be disaffected with their own

regime, they are nationalists and place much of the blame for the current

state of affairs on the United States.
 

Brexit: The British economy is already taking a hit from the risk of a chaotic

Brexit on Halloween, the latest date set for the U.K. to leave the EU. The U.K.

economy, the world’s fifth-largest, contracted at an annualized rate of 0.8%

in the second quarter as business confidence plunged. Business investment

has fallen in five of the last six quarters. Some forecasters are saying a Brexit

with no agreement on the U.K.’s future relations with the EU could push the

country into a recession.
 

Italy: The Italian government is on the brink of collapse, but this is probably
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the least worrisome to the U.S. stock market. Many traders joke that Italy

changes governments as often as some change socks. In fact, anti-

immigration firebrand Matteo Salvini is pushing to bring down the

government and trigger snap elections for October. Opinion polls currently

have him as the strong favorite to win the vote. His promises include sharp

tax cuts that could challenge the EU’s rules on fiscal discipline and spook

bond investors who are worried about Italy’s already-high debts.

Chinese trade negotiations, rumors, and talks will certainly remain in the spotlight.

Tensions between the worlds two top economies currently show no signs of

softening. President Trump is now saying the U.S. will no longer deal with Chinese

telecom giant Huawei, and adding he’s not ready for a trade deal with China,

casting doubt on wether the to countries will still meet in September. It's worth

mentioning, Huawei is grabbing the attention of investors after announcing that it

has launched its own operating system called HongmengOS, or HarmonyOS in

English, which now allows them to be less reliant on Google’s Android. Traders are

keeping their eyes on August 19th, the day the temporary general license for

supplying Huawei expires. Analysts are saying if an extension is granted, China

would have a reason to respond positively towards trade talks. Add to the mix, the

close watch the Treasury department has on the China's devaluing the yuan and

lots of balls are in the air, leaving traders debating which directions markets will

head.
 

U.S. markets will be digesting the latest CPI inflationary data on Tuesday, a wave

of Chinese numbers on Wednesday, and updated U.S. retail sales and industrial

production numbers on Thursday. Important corporate earnings out this week will

include Alibaba, Cisco, Walmart, Macy's, Nvidia, and John Deere. From my

perspective, the stock market has reached a battleground area were fears

surrounding weakening global growth are battling U.S. consumer and corporate

strength. Goldman Sachs has now taken steps towards cutting its U.S. growth

forecast as trade war triggers recessionary type fears. Goldman seems to be

expecting the new round of tariffs to go into effect in September and it no longer

expects a trade deal before the 2020 election. In return, the firm lowered its

fourth-quarter growth forecast by -20 basis points to -1.8%. The overall fear is
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that political policy and uncertainty may lead to corporate leaders lowering their

CAPEX spending as they wait for more resolve. Despite all of the negative

undertones, I remain conservatively bullish longer-term but well underinvested. I

continue to advance forward with less than 50% of my available funds actually

invested. I am content with +50% of my funds sitting on the sideline in cash as

the trade attempts to wade through the murky and often volatile and highly

unpredictable waters experienced during the August, September and October time

period. 
 

Simone Biles Makes History with Jaw-Dropping Beam Dismount: Five-

time Olympic medalist Simone Biles on Saturday made history once again

when she became the first gymnast to attempt and land a double-twisting,

double somersault dismount from the balance beam in a match. Biles, the

most decorated U.S. gymnast of all time, ended her nearly1.5-minute routine

with the incredible move at the 2019 U.S. GymnasticsChampionship in

Kansas City, Missouri. The dismount will be named after Biles once she

completes it during an international meet. Click  HERE

Chase Bank Clears All Canadian Credit Card Debt:  Canadians who had

credit cards with Chase Bank can breathe a sigh of relief as the company

says it will "forgive" all outstanding debt. I should mention, Chase closed all

credit card accounts in the country in March of 2018 with instructions to

customers to continue paying their debt, but as of last week, all debt has

been wiped off the books. Chase declined to say how much debt was actually

written off, but reporters have spoken with some residents who had at least

$4,500 still on the account. Keep in mind, Chase could have sold the debt to

a third party, but officials were quoted as saying, "Ultimately, we felt it was a

better decision for all parties, particularly our customer, to forgive the debt."

Read more  HERE. 

Can Being TOO SMART Hurt Your Overall Investment Returns? Ernest

Hemingway once wrote: “Happiness in intelligent people is the rarest thing I

know.” Believe it or not, people who ace standard cognitive tests are in fact

slightly more likely to have a “bias blind spot”. That is, they are less able to
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see their own flaws, even when though they are quite capable of criticizing

the foibles of others. And they have a greater tendency to fall for the

“gambler’s fallacy” – the idea that if a tossed coin turns heads 10 times, it

will be more likely to fall tails on the 11th. The fallacy has been the ruination

of roulette players planning for a red after a string of blacks, and it can also

lead stock investors and traders to sell their positions before they reach peak

value – in the belief that their luck has to run out sooner or later or that they

are being a "contrarian." Read More HERE
 

23 U.S. Metro Areas Account for Half of Our GDP: United States is home

to just 4% of the world’s population, yet it generates 24% of global economic

output, but the country’s biggest economic drivers are just a handful of

cities. New York City's metropolitan area alone has a GDP of $1.7 trillion,

which is nearly equal to the total economic output of all non-metro areas in

the country. Also, the state is one of the less than two dozen metro areas

nationwide that together make up more than half of the U.S. economy. To

identify these 23 cities, 24/7 Wall St. reviewed 2017 GDP for all U.S.

metropolitan areas using data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. It's

worth mentioning another important factor is the presence of major

companies as many of the largest Fortune 500 businesses are headquartered

in these metro areas and are leading regional employers. Read more HERE.
 

Florida is Largest Benefactor From Relocations:  Sunshine State coffers

banked nearly $18 billion in adjusted gross income, and those over 55

accounted for 72% of that figure, as Florida is now the number one state to

benefit from those relocating for the last chapter of life. Interestingly, it

wasn't even a close race as Florida's net income AGI crushed the other 19

states that saw a positive net influx combined to total $19.4 billion. Even no-

income states like Texas and South Carolina didn't come close to catching

Florida. While the study analyzed data from 2016, this trend has likely only

intensified thanks to recent changes to the U.S. tax code, which places a

$10,000 cap on state and local tax deductions has caused an exodus from

states like New York, Connecticut, and California. Read more  HERE.
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Earnings Season Has Been A Pleasant Surprise:  Second-quarter

earnings season is turning out to be better than most analysts expected.

Some companies have managed to increase revenue significantly, as others

have improved their gross margins, and a select few have done both. Only

one month ago, analysts polled by S&P Global Market Intelligence expected

weighted aggregate second-quarter earnings per share to increase from a

year earlier for only three of the benchmark index’s 11 sectors: financials,

health care, and industrials. You can look at the current estimates through

last week on the graphic below, which shows how they have improved for all

sectors from a month earlier. Read more  HERE.
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Corn  traders are awaiting today's highly anticipated USDA report. I personally see

it as a complete crapshoot, meaning it could easily go either way. I could see the

market +25 cents higher or -25 cents lower based on the USDA's current

interpretation of their data. For what it's worth, I am holding all of my bullish

positions into the report. If the USDA delivers another bearish blow I will be
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looking to add more longer-term length at or near limit-down. Smaller breaks or a

bullish bounce higher and I will simply remain patient and maintain my current

length. This report has to be one of the strangest I can remember. Nobody seems

to have any real idea or handle on the numbers. Perhaps more importantly,

nobody seems like they will be too surprised if the USDA throws another massively

wild pitch. I simply can't remember the last time we came into a USDA report with

such varying degrees of opinions and estimates. Outside the USDA numbers, bulls

are pointing to deepening dry conditions across several important U.S. production

areas. On the flip side, bears are further questioning overall demand. This past

Friday the EPA granted 31 more controversial waivers allowing refiners to forgo

blending requirements of the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).  As expected, corn

and ethanol groups were outraged by the decision which they say “undermines”

the Renewable Fuel Standard and brings about more demand uncertainty. Bracing

for a big day and perhaps some controversial USDA numbers...
 

Soybean  traders are eagerly waiting on today's monthly USDA report. There's a

ton of uncertainty and a wide array of estimates surrounding both planted acres

and yield. How many corn acres got switched to soybean acres? How many

soybean acres got planted after the first week in July? How many acres will

actually get harvested? What type of yield drag will the crop experience? The trade

is also trying to navigate through and around the ongoing uncertainty associated

with Chinese trade negotiations and the fallout from African Swine Fever. Perhaps

even more than corn, this market has a ton of unknowns and massive uncertainty.

As a spec, I am going into today's report holding a conservative bullish position.
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Similar to corn, if we happen to get hit by another bearish USDA wild-pitch, I will

more than likely add to my current longer-term bullish position. The NOV19

market will need to trade sub-$8.60 to trip my trigger. I am not currently

comfortable adding on upside momentum or breakouts. Wanting to stay patient

and buy the pullbacks! As a producer, I remain on hold, waiting for better and

brighter days ahead! 
 

Wheat  prices will more than likely act as a follower in today's market action. The

updated USDA data isn't expected to change the balance sheet much. Most

sources are looking for a slight increase in U.S. ending stocks which keeps the

balance sheet burdensome at +1.0 billion bushels. On the flip side, there's some

talk that global production could be trimmed a bit but world stocks will remain

plentiful. As a spec, I am currently flat this market and standing patiently on the

sideline. If we break aggressively lower for some reason, I will entertain dipping a

toe in the water and buying for longer0term positioning. 
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Cattle Traders Concerned About Tyson Plant Fire: A fire over the weekend at

the Tyson plant in Holcomb, KS is causing some concerns and debates across the

cattle market. Tyson released a statement that said the plant would be "down

indefinitely" after a devastating fire destroyed the facility. There are several

sources that believe by mostly knocking Tyson out of the cattle market it will be

bearish the overall trade. Cash prices could get hit fairly hard early on as the

market softens and the overall cattle slaughter weakens. Cattle feeder prices more

than likely take it on the chin.
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> Cargill's "BeefUp Sustainability" Tackles GHG: US-based agriculture giant,

Cargill, is launching “BeefUp Sustainability,” an initiative that aims to reduce 30%

of greenhouse gases across its North American beef supply chain by 2030. It's

worth mentioning, the program will focus on grazing management, feed

production, innovation, and food waste reduction while engaging with stakeholders

including producers, customers, and innovators. Definitely something all producers

need to be considering to stay aligned with future markets. Read more HERE.
 

> Plant-Based Meat Goes Exotic: Australian startup VOW is now cultivating

kangaroo meat in a lab, potentially making a market for hard to find animals into

routine meals for adventurous meat-eaters. Interestingly, only 15% or so of

Australia's population eats kangaroo, which can be found in major grocers, but 55

countries import the product. Meaning, apparently there's a market. Kangaroo

meat is lean, high in iron, and zinc as well as harvested from the wild. From what I

can tell, this is the first attempt to cultivate an undomesticated land animal in a

lab. Read more  HERE.
 

> Chick-fil-A is America's Favorite Fast Food:  In-N-Out is no longer the

reigning fast food restaurant in the country as Chick-fil-A received a composite

loyalty index of 79% from over 7,600 customers polled in Market Force's annual

satisfaction survey. Customers were asked to rate the chains on index food

quality, speed of service, value for money, healthy options, overall cleanliness,

staff friendliness, curb appeal, and atmosphere. On top of that, the Chicken Chain

that's closed on Sundays is on track to generate more than $10.4 billion in sales,

easily surpassing Taco Bell and Subway for the No. 3 spot in the industry.

Certainly an impressive feat for it 2,300 locations nationwide. (Source: usatoday)
 

> Atlantic Hurricane Season Predictions Get Updated: Forecasters are now

updating their preseason predictions. Now, we're being told to expect activity to be

above normal with 10 to 17 named storms including five to nine hurricanes. It

sounds like two to four of those hurricanes are forecast to be Category 3 or

stronger with winds greater than 110 mph. It's worth mentioning, the updated

forecast was issued just ahead of the start of the most active hurricane period,

which is roughly eight weeks that surround September 10. Read more HERE. 
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> Saudi Aramco Push Up IPO Plans: Saudi Arabia’s state oil company is

revving up plans for an initial public offering and accelerating the timeline for what

would be the world’s biggest listing as early next year, according to people familiar

with the discussions. Government officials are hoping to capitalize on the positive

international reaction to the company’s debut bond sale in April, which raised $12

billion. It's worth mentioning, the Saudi government needs the proceeds from the

IPO to finance social and military spending, and to direct toward Neom, a futuristic

city Saudi Arabia which is building at a cost of $500 billion. Read more  HERE.
 

> Millennial's Beards Cost Gillette $8 Million: Millennial men are ditching their

razors, according to Procter & Gamble, who are blaming its recent $8 billion write-

downs on its men’s grooming brand Gillette because younger generations of men

aren’t shaving as much. In the last five years, the U.S. men’s market for shaving

products has shrunk by over 11%, according to data from Euromonitor. As trends

have changed, the U.S. men’s razors and blades market which was worth $2.4

billion 2015, declined to $2.2 billion in 2018, according to the same report. Read

more  HERE.
 

> Will Your Car's FM Radio Still Be There In 5 Years?  Most tuners are now

tucked slyly between the Bluetooth and auxiliary options on car dashboards as

music enthusiasts are turning to personalized streaming services such as Spotify,

Sirius XM’s Pandora, and Apple Music to find their next favorite artist. Larry Miller,

the director of New York University’s music business program and host of the

“Musonomics” podcast, is predicting that FM radio is near a breaking point and the

stats are on his side. All you have to do is look at the recent downtrend in radio

station valuations, not to mention that advertising revenues are shrinking as well.

Just another one of my generations teenage companies being disrupted with

technology. Read more  HERE.
 

> Son Flies Vietnam Vet Father's Remains Home:  Air Force Maj. Roy Knight,

Jr. left for Vietnam 52 years ago from Dallas's Love Field, where his 5-year old

son, Bryan, saw him off. Last week, Bryan, now a captain for Southwest Airlines,

brought back his father's remains aboard a flight to the same Dallas airport. On

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06db23dc45588bb171dcf56f92d95527fb2a65b9b540a5bb6c85273d4a4bf13e692ca0e4210c068d5c7550b6e75ef53f650
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06dd8cedce3b45f6866b239fb64df0fc2d61c1072086363158e6064299e5f5967a1fd57418a37b1ffc1b71d85c368942ff8
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06dc7de0b0425275748df468dab60145d54b3e31290d9e339c47c7242f90ae71d89a461b95c5d7986c313073facee90d46f
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May 19, 1967, Maj. Roy A. Knight, Jr. was shot down while attacking a target on

the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. Initially, he was listed as Missing in Action until

being declared Killed in Action in 1974. I should mention, the story of Knight, who

was subsequently promoted to colonel, and Bryan, who also served in the Air

Force, was announced over the airport intercom as the moving scene unfolded. It

was a moving and emotional scene as crowds gathered around windows with

American flags, and pumper trucks sprayed an arc of water over the jet as it

brought Knights body home to rest. Hard to imagine how his son must have felt!

Read more HERE.
 

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d302b4d1eb0912e090d77f82494de6be0b0f3afeda9fcf0f6979ecd1c9f47b2b78052158950d58438adba5899ca5e577e
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East Central South Dakota – We've had eight inches of rain in five days. We

have another two inches coming down the pipe this weekend. I'd estimate most

farmers in this area didn’t plant more than 20% of their total crop. Many guys

including us were not able to even get a cover crop planted because there’s just

not been any window to get in the field. We don’t farm around any major rivers

so there aren't any real good spots for the water to go. We have water running

over roads and completely filling ditches etc. If you go south the prevent plant

acres are even more substantial. Real tough year in parts of South Dakota. 

Southern Nebraska - Just got back from Spirit Lake in northwest Iowa, which is
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a really good trip and has a lot of nice people up there. Around Fremont, NE is

bad because lots of prevent plant with corn trash piles at the end of the fields. I

was quite surprised at how good the crops are the further north you go in Iowa

some of it may be a bit behind as some corn just started tasseling . You have to

wonder if that will make it. Also, it appears to be a bit dryer as you go north

because of brownish lawns, but the crops don't show it. Coming back, I went

down to Shenandoah then west on Highway 2. From Shenandoah to the state

line it’s not very good because of prevent plant. The only area where I’ve seen

stress is southeast of Lincoln around the Bennett area, but it quickly gets better

to the west. From my 60-mph tour, western Iowa corn appears to be 75% good

to excellent. It would be more, but there are some spots of nitrogen deficiency. It

appears that the corn plants are there and thick, guessing 30,000 plus

population. As for the beans, I didn't get out and looked at the stage they are in,

but it appears to also be a very good crop. What Iowa is suffering from though is

weed control, which is in very few fields that don't have water hemp. I couldn't

tell if it was palmer or not, but if it's going to have some work to do in the future,

some fields you can tell are just being sprayed again. Overall, I think the yields

are there and PP is less than 1% on an overall average. Yes, some places are

bad, but as a whole, there are not many acres that didn't get planted. Just my

observation, but 170 bushel per acre corn and 50 bushel per acre soybeans is

very obtainable with a later frost. 

Western Missouri – The soybeans are extremely short in this area and they

aren't putting on significant pods right now. We're hoping we'll see a few more if

this month doesn’t get too hot. The corn looks acceptable considering the

extremes we've experienced this year. If we're able to close out the month with

maybe two more decent rains, the corn should make 160-170 bushel per acre.

Right now, we don’t have a slight chance of rain over the weekend. If we miss

that we are going to start seeing some problems because our temperatures are

going to jump up next week about 5-10 degrees. 
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: When you need me, you throw me away. But when you're

done with me, you bring me back. What am I?

 

How Do I Get a Fairly Accurate Estimate of Corn Yield Prior to Harvest???

Extremely variable weather this year will make it particularly interesting how close

early yield estimates come to matching what's actually harvested from the field.

I'm often asked about different procedures that can give a fairly simple and

accurate estimate of yield before the crop is fully grown. One method that I find

compelling is called the yield component method -- also referred to as the "slide

rule" or corn yield calculator. The yield component method was developed by the

Agricultural Engineering Department at the University of Illinois and said to

produce yield estimates that are extremely close to that of the actual final yield.

An estimate with this accuracy can be helpful for general planning purposes. The

principle advantage of this method is that it can be used as early as the milk stage
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of kernel development. The yield component method involves using a numerical

constant for kernel weight, which is figured into an equation in order to calculate

grain yield. This numerical constant is sometimes referred to as the "fudge factor"

since it's based on a predetermined average kernel weight. Understand, with

weight per kernel varying depending on hybrid and environment, the yield

component method should be used only to estimate relative grain yields. When

below normal rainfall occurs during grain fill (resulting in low kernel weights), the

yield component method is known to overestimate yields. In a year with good

grain fill conditions, the method will generally underestimate grain yields. In the

past, the yield component method equation used a "fudge factor" of 90, but since

kernel size has increased over the years. Bob Nielsen at Purdue University

suggests an updated number of 80-85. (Source: Purdue University; Mississippi

State University; Ohio State University) 

To use the Yield Component Method to estimate your corn yield, use the

following steps. Of course, if you see variable crop development across a

certain field you are measuring, the greater the number of samples should be

taken to estimate yield for that field. For more information on the yield

component method, check out Bob Nielsen's write-up on the method

from Purdue University  HERE. You can also check out the article

called Estimating Corn Yields, by Peter Thomison at Ohio State University

Extension.

Step 1. Count the number of harvestable ears in a length of row equivalent

to 1/1000th acre. For 30-inch rows, this would be 17 ft. 5 in.

Step 2. On every fifth ear, count the number of kernel rows per ear and

determine the average.

Step 3. On each of these ears count the number of kernels per row and

determine the average. (Do not count kernels on either the butt or tip of the

ear that are less than half the size of normal size kernels.)

Step 4. Yield (bushels per acre) equals (ear #) x (avg. row #) x (avg. kernel

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d00d9c656652d55896de0e1f1253a1066d9df66a345098fbce11f51cb87793b7bcc8b7713be8702dfaec25032aa09c3b2
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d60e0b364a40cf8697926f8228a2b8472461b405746b6d2e4334072221788b20e7583ea257c5cb18aacfc2f4103e9ed22
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#) divided by 85.

Step 5. Repeat the procedure for at least four additional sites across the field. Keep in

mind that uniformity of plant development affects the accuracy of the estimation

technique.
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Private Company Called "OpenAI" Could Change the World

Smart money players who are interested in the artificial intelligence space are

keeping an extremely close eye on a private company called "OpenAI." A couple of

weeks back, Microsoft agreed to invest $1 billion in the company. OpenAI’s goal is

to develop something called artificial general intelligence, essentially replicating

the human brain’s ability to reason and learn on its own.

 

OpenAI began as a nonprofit research lab in 2015 and was intended to match the

high-tech R&D of companies like Google and Amazon while focusing on developing

AI in a safe and democratic fashion. But earlier this year, OpenAI said it needed

more money to continue this work and set up a new for-profit firm to seek outside

investment. To attract backers, OpenAI has made outrageous promises about the

potential of its technology. Altman, who became CEO of the new for-profit OpenAI,

has said that if the lab does manage to create artificial general intelligence, it
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could “maybe capture the light cone of all future value in the universe.”

Interestingly, OpenAI has a unique 100x cap on investor returns. So, that limits

Microsoft’s upside to only $100 billion, which still isn't a bad potential return!
 

Timelines (of where AI will take us) are always really hard to predict. One story I

really like thinking about is just looking, for example, at previous technological

innovations. In 1878, Thomas Edison announced that he was going to create the

incandescent lamp and gas securities in England fell. So, the British Parliament put

together a commission of distinguished experts, who came out to Menlo Park.

They checked everything out. They said this isn’t going to work and one year later

he shipped. I think that we’re in a similar sort of place here where it’s hard to

predict what the future will be like. We’re in this exponential right now where the

computational power that we’re using is growing five times faster than Moore’s

Law. What we do know is every year we’re going to have unprecedented AI

technologies. OpenAI executives think within five years they will have computer

systems that humans can really have meaningful conversations with. In fact, they

believe they will have computers and bots within a bunch of different domains, a

lot of systems that can work with humans to augment what they can do much

further than anything we can imagine today. Keep your eye on the company

"OpenAI". (Source: AIXperts; Verge; WebPro)
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Could We See Another Tiananmen Square?

Traders and investors have been paying close attention to the recent protest and

uprising in Hong Kong. There's a fear amongst investors that protests and uprising

could spread from Hong Kong across southern China and into other major

cities. Such a move would have a devastating effect on Hong Kong's economy,

possibly causing the local stock market that is key to funding the Chinese economy

to crash and prompting a more massive outflow of foreign investors and capital.  
 

Hong Kong is located in southern China and is one of the most densely populated

places in the world with around 7.5 million people. Hong Kong is interesting

because it maintains governing and economic systems that are separate from

those of mainland China. Hong Kong is often characterized as a hybrid of crossover

between the East and West. Traditional Chinese values emphasizing family and

education blend with Western ideals, including economic liberty and the rule of

law. Although the vast majority of the population is ethnically Chinese, Hong Kong

has developed its own distinct identity and freedoms.
 

Chinese censorship has kept a lid on the uprising until lately, details of the protests

and events in Hong Kong are now rapidly spreading through China and among

officials and intellectuals in major Chinese cities, raising concerns about potential

calls for political freedoms like those enjoyed by others in Hong Kong. Beijing

officials fear there might be a copy-cat effect in other cities in China. 
 

Investors are worried because the Chinese government has mostly been ignoring

the problem and there are similarities to what happened in Tiananmen Square in

1989. China is grappling with a slowing economy and the ongoing impacts of the

U.S. - China trade war as well as pushback against its ambitious multi-billion dollar

"Belt and Road" infrastructure program. At the same time, the nation is getting

ready for a massive 70th anniversary that will celebrate the founding of the

People's Republic on Oct. 1st. Many suspect the government could eventually

become impatient with the protestors, especially ahead of the big celebration, and

backed into a corner where they have to use force. Whenever you get talk of the

worlds largest military, the People's Liberation Army (PLA), perhaps moving into

play, the market tends to get a bit nervous. I don't think Beijing will get in the
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same position as last time, and I'm hoping they don't have to deploy military

troops. I included below an abbreviated timeline of how things unfolded back in

1989 when deadly force was used against pro-democracy protesters in Beijing's

Tiananmen Square. You can read more of the specific details at FRONTLINE. 
 

APRIL 17, 1989 Tens of thousands of university students begin gathering

spontaneously in Tiananmen Square, Beijing, the nation’s symbolic central

space. They come to mourn the death of Hu Yoabang, former General

Secretary of the Communist Party. Hu had been a symbol to them of anti-

corruption and political reform. In his name, the students call for press

freedom and other reforms.
 

APRIL 18–21 Demonstrations escalate in Beijing and spread to other cities

and universities. Workers and officials join in with complaints about inflation,

salaries, and housing.
 

APRIL 22 More than 100,000 university students assemble outside the Great

Hall of the People, where Hu’s memorial service is being held. Over the next

days, the students boycott classes and organize into unofficial student unions

— an illegal act in China.
 

MAY 4 Tens of thousands of more students march into Tiananmen Square to

commemorate the 70th anniversary of the 1919 “May Fourth Movement,”

which also took place in the square. They pledge to return to classes the next

day but intend to keep pressing for reforms.
 

MAY 19 Student leaders learn of the plan to declare martial law and call off

their hunger strike. Instead, they stage a mass sit-in in Tiananmen Square

that draws about 1.2 million supporters, including members of the police and

military and industrial workers. 
 

MAY 20 For the first time in 40 years of Communist rule, the PLA troops

attempt to occupy Beijing. A huge number of civilian protestors block their

convoys on the streets. 

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06def7b33e53696dff4c25d432fac7ebc978d74f4188e1327ce72fd477c07dd77d8d1554127850578ba80a81f8e9c66d5f9
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The soldiers have been ordered not to fire on civilians, even if provoked.

They are stuck — unable to reach the protestors in Tiananmen Square and

unable to withdraw from the city — for almost three days.
 

JUNE 2 The Party elders approved the decision to put down the

“counterrevolutionary riot” and clear the square with military force. Most

hope it can be done without casualties. Unaware of what was about to

happen, Hou Dejian, a Chinese rock star, and three prominent intellectuals

start a hunger strike in Tiananmen Square. Demonstrators continue their sit-

in and their calls for democratic reforms.
 

JUNE 3 As word spreads that hundreds of thousands of troops are

approaching from all four corners of the city, Beijingers flood the streets to

block them, as they had done two weeks earlier. People set up barricades at

every major intersection. At about 10:30 p.m., near the Muxidi apartment

buildings — home to high-level Party officials and their families — the citizens

become aggressive as the army tries to break through their barricades. They

yell at the soldiers and some throw rocks; someone sets a bus on fire. The

soldiers start firing on the unarmed civilians with AK-47s loaded with

battlefield ammunition.
 

“The first rounds of fire catch everybody by surprise,” recalls human rights

observer Timothy Brook. “The people in the streets don’t expect this to

happen.” The wounded are taken to nearby hospitals on bicycles and pull-

carts, but the hospital staff is unequipped to deal with the severe wounds.

Muxidi sees the highest casualties of the night; an untold number of people

are killed.
 

JUNE 4 At about 1:00 a.m., the People’s Liberation Army finally reaches

Tiananmen Square and waits for orders from the government. The soldiers

have been told not to open fire, but they have also been told that they must

clear the square by 6:00 a.m. — with no exceptions or delays. They make a

final offer of amnesty if the few thousand remaining students will leave.
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About 4:00 a.m., student leaders put the matter to a vote: Leave the square,

or stay and face the consequences. “It was clear to me that they stay votes

were much, much, much stronger,” recalls eyewitness John Pomfret, who

was near the students. “But Feng Congde, who was a student leader at the

time, said, ‘The go’s have it.'” The students vacate the square under the gaze

of thousands of soldiers.
 

Later that morning, some people — believed to be the parents of the student

protestors — try to re-enter Tiananmen Square via Chang’an Boulevard. The

soldiers order them to leave, and when they don’t, open fire, taking down

dozens of people at a time. According to eyewitness accounts, the citizens

seem not to believe the army is firing on them with real ammunition.
 

“After a little while, like 40 minutes, people would gather up their nerve

again and would crawl back to the corner and start screaming at the soldiers,

and then the commander would eventually give another signal … and they’d

shoot more in the backs,” remembers journalist Jan Wong, who watched it all

from her hotel room above the boulevard. “And this went on more than half a

dozen times in the day.” When rescue workers try to approach the street to

remove the wounded, they, too, are shot.
 

No one knows for certain how many people died over the two days. Many

estimate over 10,000 were killed. The Chinese Red Cross initially reported a

huge number, then quickly retracted that figure under intense pressure from

the government. The official Chinese government figure is 241 dead,

including soldiers, and 7,000 wounded. Who really knows?
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ANSWER to riddle: An anchor.
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Sponsored by AgSwag

Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands such as: Branded Bills,

Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era,

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d12bd593e99c0949656bb98cb5b680472c2d394bc81087c0939134fd41d86ab4b11f3dd046eb8ec1abdc9800d32849a6f
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Nike, North Face, Pacific Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners. When used properly in a

well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition,

client churn and retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump family

believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner with “best-of-practice” and

like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-investment” by designing and helping to implement a

well thought out corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online companies that

offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection,

design, implementation, and service! Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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"Our lives improve only when we take chances...and the first and most difficult risk

we can take is, to be honest with ourselves."  - Walter Anderson

Monday, August 12, 2019

Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary: Stocks are steady this morning but traders are starting to

pay much closer attention to several geopolitical hotspots around the globe i.e.

Hong Kong, Iran, U.K, and Italy. I have included brief overviews below. 

China - Hong Kong: Investors are worried about another Tiananmen Square

episode. Fear of a massive Chinese protest and military involvement could

continue to weaken the yuan and strengthen the U.S. dollar. The spring of

1989 saw the largest pro-democracy demonstration in the history of China’s

communist regime. protests began in mid-April among university students in

Beijing, spread across the nation, and ended on June 4 with a final deadly

assault by an estimated force of 300,000 soldiers from People’s Liberation

Army (PLA). Throughout these weeks, China’s top leaders were deeply

Mark Hendershott <markhendershott@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 12, 2019 at 8:02 AM
To: Trae Hodges <josh@farmdirection.com>
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divided over how to handle the unrest, with one faction advocating peaceful

negotiation and another demanding a crackdown. There are some who fear

the rallies and protests happening currently in Hong Kong could take on a

similar feel. I've included a lot more on this subject towards the end of the

report in the "From My Perspective" section. 

Iran: The threat posed by a potentially nuclear Iran is no small matter. In its

wake, America’s policy of maximum pressure on Iran continues, with the U.S.

Department of the Treasury announcing new sanctions on eight Islamic

Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) Commanders. Insiders report that U.S.

sanctions are finally starting to take a larger toll on the Iranian regime. The

trade is worried however that this is pushing Iran’s Supreme Leader Ali

Khamenei into a corner and he's steadily taking a more hardline position that

is massively anti-American. While Iranians may be disaffected with their own

regime, they are nationalists and place much of the blame for the current

state of affairs on the United States.
 

Brexit: The British economy is already taking a hit from the risk of a chaotic

Brexit on Halloween, the latest date set for the U.K. to leave the EU. The U.K.

economy, the world’s fifth-largest, contracted at an annualized rate of 0.8%

in the second quarter as business confidence plunged. Business investment

has fallen in five of the last six quarters. Some forecasters are saying a Brexit

with no agreement on the U.K.’s future relations with the EU could push the

country into a recession.
 

Italy: The Italian government is on the brink of collapse, but this is probably

the least worrisome to the U.S. stock market. Many traders joke that Italy

changes governments as often as some change socks. In fact, anti-

immigration firebrand Matteo Salvini is pushing to bring down the

government and trigger snap elections for October. Opinion polls currently

have him as the strong favorite to win the vote. His promises include sharp

tax cuts that could challenge the EU’s rules on fiscal discipline and spook

bond investors who are worried about Italy’s already-high debts.
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Chinese trade negotiations, rumors, and talks will certainly remain in the spotlight.

Tensions between the worlds two top economies currently show no signs of

softening. President Trump is now saying the U.S. will no longer deal with Chinese

telecom giant Huawei, and adding he’s not ready for a trade deal with China,

casting doubt on wether the to countries will still meet in September. It's worth

mentioning, Huawei is grabbing the attention of investors after announcing that it

has launched its own operating system called HongmengOS, or HarmonyOS in

English, which now allows them to be less reliant on Google’s Android. Traders are

keeping their eyes on August 19th, the day the temporary general license for

supplying Huawei expires. Analysts are saying if an extension is granted, China

would have a reason to respond positively towards trade talks. Add to the mix, the

close watch the Treasury department has on the China's devaluing the yuan and

lots of balls are in the air, leaving traders debating which directions markets will

head.
 

U.S. markets will be digesting the latest CPI inflationary data on Tuesday, a wave

of Chinese numbers on Wednesday, and updated U.S. retail sales and industrial

production numbers on Thursday. Important corporate earnings out this week will

include Alibaba, Cisco, Walmart, Macy's, Nvidia, and John Deere. From my

perspective, the stock market has reached a battleground area were fears

surrounding weakening global growth are battling U.S. consumer and corporate

strength. Goldman Sachs has now taken steps towards cutting its U.S. growth

forecast as trade war triggers recessionary type fears. Goldman seems to be

expecting the new round of tariffs to go into effect in September and it no longer

expects a trade deal before the 2020 election. In return, the firm lowered its

fourth-quarter growth forecast by -20 basis points to -1.8%. The overall fear is

that political policy and uncertainty may lead to corporate leaders lowering their

CAPEX spending as they wait for more resolve. Despite all of the negative

undertones, I remain conservatively bullish longer-term but well underinvested. I

continue to advance forward with less than 50% of my available funds actually

invested. I am content with +50% of my funds sitting on the sideline in cash as

the trade attempts to wade through the murky and often volatile and highly

unpredictable waters experienced during the August, September and October time

period. 
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Simone Biles Makes History with Jaw-Dropping Beam Dismount: Five-

time Olympic medalist Simone Biles on Saturday made history once again

when she became the first gymnast to attempt and land a double-twisting,

double somersault dismount from the balance beam in a match. Biles, the

most decorated U.S. gymnast of all time, ended her nearly1.5-minute routine

with the incredible move at the 2019 U.S. GymnasticsChampionship in

Kansas City, Missouri. The dismount will be named after Biles once she

completes it during an international meet. Click  HERE

Chase Bank Clears All Canadian Credit Card Debt:  Canadians who had

credit cards with Chase Bank can breathe a sigh of relief as the company

says it will "forgive" all outstanding debt. I should mention, Chase closed all

credit card accounts in the country in March of 2018 with instructions to

customers to continue paying their debt, but as of last week, all debt has

been wiped off the books. Chase declined to say how much debt was actually

written off, but reporters have spoken with some residents who had at least

$4,500 still on the account. Keep in mind, Chase could have sold the debt to

a third party, but officials were quoted as saying, "Ultimately, we felt it was a

better decision for all parties, particularly our customer, to forgive the debt."

Read more  HERE. 

Can Being TOO SMART Hurt Your Overall Investment Returns? Ernest

Hemingway once wrote: “Happiness in intelligent people is the rarest thing I

know.” Believe it or not, people who ace standard cognitive tests are in fact

slightly more likely to have a “bias blind spot”. That is, they are less able to

see their own flaws, even when though they are quite capable of criticizing

the foibles of others. And they have a greater tendency to fall for the

“gambler’s fallacy” – the idea that if a tossed coin turns heads 10 times, it

will be more likely to fall tails on the 11th. The fallacy has been the ruination

of roulette players planning for a red after a string of blacks, and it can also

lead stock investors and traders to sell their positions before they reach peak

value – in the belief that their luck has to run out sooner or later or that they

are being a "contrarian." Read More HERE
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23 U.S. Metro Areas Account for Half of Our GDP: United States is home

to just 4% of the world’s population, yet it generates 24% of global economic

output, but the country’s biggest economic drivers are just a handful of

cities. New York City's metropolitan area alone has a GDP of $1.7 trillion,

which is nearly equal to the total economic output of all non-metro areas in

the country. Also, the state is one of the less than two dozen metro areas

nationwide that together make up more than half of the U.S. economy. To

identify these 23 cities, 24/7 Wall St. reviewed 2017 GDP for all U.S.

metropolitan areas using data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. It's

worth mentioning another important factor is the presence of major

companies as many of the largest Fortune 500 businesses are headquartered

in these metro areas and are leading regional employers. Read more HERE.
 

Florida is Largest Benefactor From Relocations:  Sunshine State coffers

banked nearly $18 billion in adjusted gross income, and those over 55

accounted for 72% of that figure, as Florida is now the number one state to

benefit from those relocating for the last chapter of life. Interestingly, it

wasn't even a close race as Florida's net income AGI crushed the other 19

states that saw a positive net influx combined to total $19.4 billion. Even no-

income states like Texas and South Carolina didn't come close to catching

Florida. While the study analyzed data from 2016, this trend has likely only

intensified thanks to recent changes to the U.S. tax code, which places a

$10,000 cap on state and local tax deductions has caused an exodus from

states like New York, Connecticut, and California. Read more  HERE.
 

Earnings Season Has Been A Pleasant Surprise:  Second-quarter

earnings season is turning out to be better than most analysts expected.

Some companies have managed to increase revenue significantly, as others

have improved their gross margins, and a select few have done both. Only

one month ago, analysts polled by S&P Global Market Intelligence expected

weighted aggregate second-quarter earnings per share to increase from a

year earlier for only three of the benchmark index’s 11 sectors: financials,

health care, and industrials. You can look at the current estimates through
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last week on the graphic below, which shows how they have improved for all

sectors from a month earlier. Read more  HERE.
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Corn  traders are awaiting today's highly anticipated USDA report. I personally see

it as a complete crapshoot, meaning it could easily go either way. I could see the

market +25 cents higher or -25 cents lower based on the USDA's current

interpretation of their data. For what it's worth, I am holding all of my bullish

positions into the report. If the USDA delivers another bearish blow I will be
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looking to add more longer-term length at or near limit-down. Smaller breaks or a

bullish bounce higher and I will simply remain patient and maintain my current

length. This report has to be one of the strangest I can remember. Nobody seems

to have any real idea or handle on the numbers. Perhaps more importantly,

nobody seems like they will be too surprised if the USDA throws another massively

wild pitch. I simply can't remember the last time we came into a USDA report with

such varying degrees of opinions and estimates. Outside the USDA numbers, bulls

are pointing to deepening dry conditions across several important U.S. production

areas. On the flip side, bears are further questioning overall demand. This past

Friday the EPA granted 31 more controversial waivers allowing refiners to forgo

blending requirements of the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).  As expected, corn

and ethanol groups were outraged by the decision which they say “undermines”

the Renewable Fuel Standard and brings about more demand uncertainty. Bracing

for a big day and perhaps some controversial USDA numbers...
 

Soybean  traders are eagerly waiting on today's monthly USDA report. There's a

ton of uncertainty and a wide array of estimates surrounding both planted acres

and yield. How many corn acres got switched to soybean acres? How many

soybean acres got planted after the first week in July? How many acres will

actually get harvested? What type of yield drag will the crop experience? The trade

is also trying to navigate through and around the ongoing uncertainty associated

with Chinese trade negotiations and the fallout from African Swine Fever. Perhaps

even more than corn, this market has a ton of unknowns and massive uncertainty.

As a spec, I am going into today's report holding a conservative bullish position.
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Similar to corn, if we happen to get hit by another bearish USDA wild-pitch, I will

more than likely add to my current longer-term bullish position. The NOV19

market will need to trade sub-$8.60 to trip my trigger. I am not currently

comfortable adding on upside momentum or breakouts. Wanting to stay patient

and buy the pullbacks! As a producer, I remain on hold, waiting for better and

brighter days ahead! 
 

Wheat  prices will more than likely act as a follower in today's market action. The

updated USDA data isn't expected to change the balance sheet much. Most

sources are looking for a slight increase in U.S. ending stocks which keeps the

balance sheet burdensome at +1.0 billion bushels. On the flip side, there's some

talk that global production could be trimmed a bit but world stocks will remain

plentiful. As a spec, I am currently flat this market and standing patiently on the

sideline. If we break aggressively lower for some reason, I will entertain dipping a

toe in the water and buying for longer0term positioning. 
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Cattle Traders Concerned About Tyson Plant Fire: A fire over the weekend at

the Tyson plant in Holcomb, KS is causing some concerns and debates across the

cattle market. Tyson released a statement that said the plant would be "down

indefinitely" after a devastating fire destroyed the facility. There are several

sources that believe by mostly knocking Tyson out of the cattle market it will be

bearish the overall trade. Cash prices could get hit fairly hard early on as the

market softens and the overall cattle slaughter weakens. Cattle feeder prices more

than likely take it on the chin.
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> Cargill's "BeefUp Sustainability" Tackles GHG: US-based agriculture giant,

Cargill, is launching “BeefUp Sustainability,” an initiative that aims to reduce 30%

of greenhouse gases across its North American beef supply chain by 2030. It's

worth mentioning, the program will focus on grazing management, feed

production, innovation, and food waste reduction while engaging with stakeholders

including producers, customers, and innovators. Definitely something all producers

need to be considering to stay aligned with future markets. Read more HERE.
 

> Plant-Based Meat Goes Exotic: Australian startup VOW is now cultivating

kangaroo meat in a lab, potentially making a market for hard to find animals into

routine meals for adventurous meat-eaters. Interestingly, only 15% or so of

Australia's population eats kangaroo, which can be found in major grocers, but 55

countries import the product. Meaning, apparently there's a market. Kangaroo

meat is lean, high in iron, and zinc as well as harvested from the wild. From what I

can tell, this is the first attempt to cultivate an undomesticated land animal in a

lab. Read more  HERE.
 

> Chick-fil-A is America's Favorite Fast Food:  In-N-Out is no longer the

reigning fast food restaurant in the country as Chick-fil-A received a composite

loyalty index of 79% from over 7,600 customers polled in Market Force's annual

satisfaction survey. Customers were asked to rate the chains on index food

quality, speed of service, value for money, healthy options, overall cleanliness,

staff friendliness, curb appeal, and atmosphere. On top of that, the Chicken Chain

that's closed on Sundays is on track to generate more than $10.4 billion in sales,

easily surpassing Taco Bell and Subway for the No. 3 spot in the industry.

Certainly an impressive feat for it 2,300 locations nationwide. (Source: usatoday)
 

> Atlantic Hurricane Season Predictions Get Updated: Forecasters are now

updating their preseason predictions. Now, we're being told to expect activity to be

above normal with 10 to 17 named storms including five to nine hurricanes. It

sounds like two to four of those hurricanes are forecast to be Category 3 or

stronger with winds greater than 110 mph. It's worth mentioning, the updated

forecast was issued just ahead of the start of the most active hurricane period,

which is roughly eight weeks that surround September 10. Read more HERE. 

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06da976fec3c870539b39c798a094d86c253b595359f3b0170d87c4f629cb308decc9c5042ae112a22fb9a257c55781c42d
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d3c2fb11551a2c35e435c193587e00743cd51c0e00931d5f8b3ec3b02524a6c7dda7cd223e0e351abdda522a53c733789
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> Saudi Aramco Push Up IPO Plans: Saudi Arabia’s state oil company is

revving up plans for an initial public offering and accelerating the timeline for what

would be the world’s biggest listing as early next year, according to people familiar

with the discussions. Government officials are hoping to capitalize on the positive

international reaction to the company’s debut bond sale in April, which raised $12

billion. It's worth mentioning, the Saudi government needs the proceeds from the

IPO to finance social and military spending, and to direct toward Neom, a futuristic

city Saudi Arabia which is building at a cost of $500 billion. Read more  HERE.
 

> Millennial's Beards Cost Gillette $8 Million: Millennial men are ditching their

razors, according to Procter & Gamble, who are blaming its recent $8 billion write-

downs on its men’s grooming brand Gillette because younger generations of men

aren’t shaving as much. In the last five years, the U.S. men’s market for shaving

products has shrunk by over 11%, according to data from Euromonitor. As trends

have changed, the U.S. men’s razors and blades market which was worth $2.4

billion 2015, declined to $2.2 billion in 2018, according to the same report. Read

more  HERE.
 

> Will Your Car's FM Radio Still Be There In 5 Years?  Most tuners are now

tucked slyly between the Bluetooth and auxiliary options on car dashboards as

music enthusiasts are turning to personalized streaming services such as Spotify,

Sirius XM’s Pandora, and Apple Music to find their next favorite artist. Larry Miller,

the director of New York University’s music business program and host of the

“Musonomics” podcast, is predicting that FM radio is near a breaking point and the

stats are on his side. All you have to do is look at the recent downtrend in radio

station valuations, not to mention that advertising revenues are shrinking as well.

Just another one of my generations teenage companies being disrupted with

technology. Read more  HERE.
 

> Son Flies Vietnam Vet Father's Remains Home:  Air Force Maj. Roy Knight,

Jr. left for Vietnam 52 years ago from Dallas's Love Field, where his 5-year old

son, Bryan, saw him off. Last week, Bryan, now a captain for Southwest Airlines,

brought back his father's remains aboard a flight to the same Dallas airport. On

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06db23dc45588bb171dcf56f92d95527fb2a65b9b540a5bb6c85273d4a4bf13e692ca0e4210c068d5c7550b6e75ef53f650
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06dd8cedce3b45f6866b239fb64df0fc2d61c1072086363158e6064299e5f5967a1fd57418a37b1ffc1b71d85c368942ff8
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06dc7de0b0425275748df468dab60145d54b3e31290d9e339c47c7242f90ae71d89a461b95c5d7986c313073facee90d46f
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May 19, 1967, Maj. Roy A. Knight, Jr. was shot down while attacking a target on

the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. Initially, he was listed as Missing in Action until

being declared Killed in Action in 1974. I should mention, the story of Knight, who

was subsequently promoted to colonel, and Bryan, who also served in the Air

Force, was announced over the airport intercom as the moving scene unfolded. It

was a moving and emotional scene as crowds gathered around windows with

American flags, and pumper trucks sprayed an arc of water over the jet as it

brought Knights body home to rest. Hard to imagine how his son must have felt!

Read more HERE.
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East Central South Dakota – We've had eight inches of rain in five days. We

have another two inches coming down the pipe this weekend. I'd estimate most

farmers in this area didn’t plant more than 20% of their total crop. Many guys

including us were not able to even get a cover crop planted because there’s just

not been any window to get in the field. We don’t farm around any major rivers

so there aren't any real good spots for the water to go. We have water running

over roads and completely filling ditches etc. If you go south the prevent plant

acres are even more substantial. Real tough year in parts of South Dakota. 

Southern Nebraska - Just got back from Spirit Lake in northwest Iowa, which is
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a really good trip and has a lot of nice people up there. Around Fremont, NE is

bad because lots of prevent plant with corn trash piles at the end of the fields. I

was quite surprised at how good the crops are the further north you go in Iowa

some of it may be a bit behind as some corn just started tasseling . You have to

wonder if that will make it. Also, it appears to be a bit dryer as you go north

because of brownish lawns, but the crops don't show it. Coming back, I went

down to Shenandoah then west on Highway 2. From Shenandoah to the state

line it’s not very good because of prevent plant. The only area where I’ve seen

stress is southeast of Lincoln around the Bennett area, but it quickly gets better

to the west. From my 60-mph tour, western Iowa corn appears to be 75% good

to excellent. It would be more, but there are some spots of nitrogen deficiency. It

appears that the corn plants are there and thick, guessing 30,000 plus

population. As for the beans, I didn't get out and looked at the stage they are in,

but it appears to also be a very good crop. What Iowa is suffering from though is

weed control, which is in very few fields that don't have water hemp. I couldn't

tell if it was palmer or not, but if it's going to have some work to do in the future,

some fields you can tell are just being sprayed again. Overall, I think the yields

are there and PP is less than 1% on an overall average. Yes, some places are

bad, but as a whole, there are not many acres that didn't get planted. Just my

observation, but 170 bushel per acre corn and 50 bushel per acre soybeans is

very obtainable with a later frost. 

Western Missouri – The soybeans are extremely short in this area and they

aren't putting on significant pods right now. We're hoping we'll see a few more if

this month doesn’t get too hot. The corn looks acceptable considering the

extremes we've experienced this year. If we're able to close out the month with

maybe two more decent rains, the corn should make 160-170 bushel per acre.

Right now, we don’t have a slight chance of rain over the weekend. If we miss

that we are going to start seeing some problems because our temperatures are

going to jump up next week about 5-10 degrees. 
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: When you need me, you throw me away. But when you're

done with me, you bring me back. What am I?

 

How Do I Get a Fairly Accurate Estimate of Corn Yield Prior to Harvest???

Extremely variable weather this year will make it particularly interesting how close

early yield estimates come to matching what's actually harvested from the field.

I'm often asked about different procedures that can give a fairly simple and

accurate estimate of yield before the crop is fully grown. One method that I find

compelling is called the yield component method -- also referred to as the "slide

rule" or corn yield calculator. The yield component method was developed by the

Agricultural Engineering Department at the University of Illinois and said to

produce yield estimates that are extremely close to that of the actual final yield.

An estimate with this accuracy can be helpful for general planning purposes. The

principle advantage of this method is that it can be used as early as the milk stage
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of kernel development. The yield component method involves using a numerical

constant for kernel weight, which is figured into an equation in order to calculate

grain yield. This numerical constant is sometimes referred to as the "fudge factor"

since it's based on a predetermined average kernel weight. Understand, with

weight per kernel varying depending on hybrid and environment, the yield

component method should be used only to estimate relative grain yields. When

below normal rainfall occurs during grain fill (resulting in low kernel weights), the

yield component method is known to overestimate yields. In a year with good

grain fill conditions, the method will generally underestimate grain yields. In the

past, the yield component method equation used a "fudge factor" of 90, but since

kernel size has increased over the years. Bob Nielsen at Purdue University

suggests an updated number of 80-85. (Source: Purdue University; Mississippi

State University; Ohio State University) 

To use the Yield Component Method to estimate your corn yield, use the

following steps. Of course, if you see variable crop development across a

certain field you are measuring, the greater the number of samples should be

taken to estimate yield for that field. For more information on the yield

component method, check out Bob Nielsen's write-up on the method

from Purdue University  HERE. You can also check out the article

called Estimating Corn Yields, by Peter Thomison at Ohio State University

Extension.

Step 1. Count the number of harvestable ears in a length of row equivalent

to 1/1000th acre. For 30-inch rows, this would be 17 ft. 5 in.

Step 2. On every fifth ear, count the number of kernel rows per ear and

determine the average.

Step 3. On each of these ears count the number of kernels per row and

determine the average. (Do not count kernels on either the butt or tip of the

ear that are less than half the size of normal size kernels.)

Step 4. Yield (bushels per acre) equals (ear #) x (avg. row #) x (avg. kernel

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d00d9c656652d55896de0e1f1253a1066d9df66a345098fbce11f51cb87793b7bcc8b7713be8702dfaec25032aa09c3b2
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d60e0b364a40cf8697926f8228a2b8472461b405746b6d2e4334072221788b20e7583ea257c5cb18aacfc2f4103e9ed22
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#) divided by 85.

Step 5. Repeat the procedure for at least four additional sites across the field. Keep in

mind that uniformity of plant development affects the accuracy of the estimation

technique.
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Private Company Called "OpenAI" Could Change the World

Smart money players who are interested in the artificial intelligence space are

keeping an extremely close eye on a private company called "OpenAI." A couple of

weeks back, Microsoft agreed to invest $1 billion in the company. OpenAI’s goal is

to develop something called artificial general intelligence, essentially replicating

the human brain’s ability to reason and learn on its own.

 

OpenAI began as a nonprofit research lab in 2015 and was intended to match the

high-tech R&D of companies like Google and Amazon while focusing on developing

AI in a safe and democratic fashion. But earlier this year, OpenAI said it needed

more money to continue this work and set up a new for-profit firm to seek outside

investment. To attract backers, OpenAI has made outrageous promises about the

potential of its technology. Altman, who became CEO of the new for-profit OpenAI,

has said that if the lab does manage to create artificial general intelligence, it
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could “maybe capture the light cone of all future value in the universe.”

Interestingly, OpenAI has a unique 100x cap on investor returns. So, that limits

Microsoft’s upside to only $100 billion, which still isn't a bad potential return!
 

Timelines (of where AI will take us) are always really hard to predict. One story I

really like thinking about is just looking, for example, at previous technological

innovations. In 1878, Thomas Edison announced that he was going to create the

incandescent lamp and gas securities in England fell. So, the British Parliament put

together a commission of distinguished experts, who came out to Menlo Park.

They checked everything out. They said this isn’t going to work and one year later

he shipped. I think that we’re in a similar sort of place here where it’s hard to

predict what the future will be like. We’re in this exponential right now where the

computational power that we’re using is growing five times faster than Moore’s

Law. What we do know is every year we’re going to have unprecedented AI

technologies. OpenAI executives think within five years they will have computer

systems that humans can really have meaningful conversations with. In fact, they

believe they will have computers and bots within a bunch of different domains, a

lot of systems that can work with humans to augment what they can do much

further than anything we can imagine today. Keep your eye on the company

"OpenAI". (Source: AIXperts; Verge; WebPro)
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Could We See Another Tiananmen Square?

Traders and investors have been paying close attention to the recent protest and

uprising in Hong Kong. There's a fear amongst investors that protests and uprising

could spread from Hong Kong across southern China and into other major

cities. Such a move would have a devastating effect on Hong Kong's economy,

possibly causing the local stock market that is key to funding the Chinese economy

to crash and prompting a more massive outflow of foreign investors and capital.  
 

Hong Kong is located in southern China and is one of the most densely populated

places in the world with around 7.5 million people. Hong Kong is interesting

because it maintains governing and economic systems that are separate from

those of mainland China. Hong Kong is often characterized as a hybrid of crossover

between the East and West. Traditional Chinese values emphasizing family and

education blend with Western ideals, including economic liberty and the rule of

law. Although the vast majority of the population is ethnically Chinese, Hong Kong

has developed its own distinct identity and freedoms.
 

Chinese censorship has kept a lid on the uprising until lately, details of the protests

and events in Hong Kong are now rapidly spreading through China and among

officials and intellectuals in major Chinese cities, raising concerns about potential

calls for political freedoms like those enjoyed by others in Hong Kong. Beijing

officials fear there might be a copy-cat effect in other cities in China. 
 

Investors are worried because the Chinese government has mostly been ignoring

the problem and there are similarities to what happened in Tiananmen Square in

1989. China is grappling with a slowing economy and the ongoing impacts of the

U.S. - China trade war as well as pushback against its ambitious multi-billion dollar

"Belt and Road" infrastructure program. At the same time, the nation is getting

ready for a massive 70th anniversary that will celebrate the founding of the

People's Republic on Oct. 1st. Many suspect the government could eventually

become impatient with the protestors, especially ahead of the big celebration, and

backed into a corner where they have to use force. Whenever you get talk of the

worlds largest military, the People's Liberation Army (PLA), perhaps moving into

play, the market tends to get a bit nervous. I don't think Beijing will get in the
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same position as last time, and I'm hoping they don't have to deploy military

troops. I included below an abbreviated timeline of how things unfolded back in

1989 when deadly force was used against pro-democracy protesters in Beijing's

Tiananmen Square. You can read more of the specific details at FRONTLINE. 
 

APRIL 17, 1989 Tens of thousands of university students begin gathering

spontaneously in Tiananmen Square, Beijing, the nation’s symbolic central

space. They come to mourn the death of Hu Yoabang, former General

Secretary of the Communist Party. Hu had been a symbol to them of anti-

corruption and political reform. In his name, the students call for press

freedom and other reforms.
 

APRIL 18–21 Demonstrations escalate in Beijing and spread to other cities

and universities. Workers and officials join in with complaints about inflation,

salaries, and housing.
 

APRIL 22 More than 100,000 university students assemble outside the Great

Hall of the People, where Hu’s memorial service is being held. Over the next

days, the students boycott classes and organize into unofficial student unions

— an illegal act in China.
 

MAY 4 Tens of thousands of more students march into Tiananmen Square to

commemorate the 70th anniversary of the 1919 “May Fourth Movement,”

which also took place in the square. They pledge to return to classes the next

day but intend to keep pressing for reforms.
 

MAY 19 Student leaders learn of the plan to declare martial law and call off

their hunger strike. Instead, they stage a mass sit-in in Tiananmen Square

that draws about 1.2 million supporters, including members of the police and

military and industrial workers. 
 

MAY 20 For the first time in 40 years of Communist rule, the PLA troops

attempt to occupy Beijing. A huge number of civilian protestors block their

convoys on the streets. 

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06def7b33e53696dff4c25d432fac7ebc978d74f4188e1327ce72fd477c07dd77d8d1554127850578ba80a81f8e9c66d5f9
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The soldiers have been ordered not to fire on civilians, even if provoked.

They are stuck — unable to reach the protestors in Tiananmen Square and

unable to withdraw from the city — for almost three days.
 

JUNE 2 The Party elders approved the decision to put down the

“counterrevolutionary riot” and clear the square with military force. Most

hope it can be done without casualties. Unaware of what was about to

happen, Hou Dejian, a Chinese rock star, and three prominent intellectuals

start a hunger strike in Tiananmen Square. Demonstrators continue their sit-

in and their calls for democratic reforms.
 

JUNE 3 As word spreads that hundreds of thousands of troops are

approaching from all four corners of the city, Beijingers flood the streets to

block them, as they had done two weeks earlier. People set up barricades at

every major intersection. At about 10:30 p.m., near the Muxidi apartment

buildings — home to high-level Party officials and their families — the citizens

become aggressive as the army tries to break through their barricades. They

yell at the soldiers and some throw rocks; someone sets a bus on fire. The

soldiers start firing on the unarmed civilians with AK-47s loaded with

battlefield ammunition.
 

“The first rounds of fire catch everybody by surprise,” recalls human rights

observer Timothy Brook. “The people in the streets don’t expect this to

happen.” The wounded are taken to nearby hospitals on bicycles and pull-

carts, but the hospital staff is unequipped to deal with the severe wounds.

Muxidi sees the highest casualties of the night; an untold number of people

are killed.
 

JUNE 4 At about 1:00 a.m., the People’s Liberation Army finally reaches

Tiananmen Square and waits for orders from the government. The soldiers

have been told not to open fire, but they have also been told that they must

clear the square by 6:00 a.m. — with no exceptions or delays. They make a

final offer of amnesty if the few thousand remaining students will leave.
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About 4:00 a.m., student leaders put the matter to a vote: Leave the square,

or stay and face the consequences. “It was clear to me that they stay votes

were much, much, much stronger,” recalls eyewitness John Pomfret, who

was near the students. “But Feng Congde, who was a student leader at the

time, said, ‘The go’s have it.'” The students vacate the square under the gaze

of thousands of soldiers.
 

Later that morning, some people — believed to be the parents of the student

protestors — try to re-enter Tiananmen Square via Chang’an Boulevard. The

soldiers order them to leave, and when they don’t, open fire, taking down

dozens of people at a time. According to eyewitness accounts, the citizens

seem not to believe the army is firing on them with real ammunition.
 

“After a little while, like 40 minutes, people would gather up their nerve

again and would crawl back to the corner and start screaming at the soldiers,

and then the commander would eventually give another signal … and they’d

shoot more in the backs,” remembers journalist Jan Wong, who watched it all

from her hotel room above the boulevard. “And this went on more than half a

dozen times in the day.” When rescue workers try to approach the street to

remove the wounded, they, too, are shot.
 

No one knows for certain how many people died over the two days. Many

estimate over 10,000 were killed. The Chinese Red Cross initially reported a

huge number, then quickly retracted that figure under intense pressure from

the government. The official Chinese government figure is 241 dead,

including soldiers, and 7,000 wounded. Who really knows?
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ANSWER to riddle: An anchor.
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Sponsored by AgSwag

Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands such as: Branded Bills,

Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era,

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=f979bd6d55aab06d12bd593e99c0949656bb98cb5b680472c2d394bc81087c0939134fd41d86ab4b11f3dd046eb8ec1abdc9800d32849a6f
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Nike, North Face, Pacific Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners. When used properly in a

well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition,

client churn and retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump family

believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner with “best-of-practice” and

like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-investment” by designing and helping to implement a

well thought out corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online companies that

offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection,

design, implementation, and service! Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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